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Go deep
or go home
A record in mind

What started off as curiosity of the deep for Will
Goodman and Simon Liddiard has led to some incredible sightings on the deep walls of Gili Trawangan,
Lombok, Indonesia. Mola mola and thresher sharks
have become regular sightings for the Technical Divers
of Blue Marlin Dive in Gili Trawangan.
Mola mola or the oceanic sunfish are a deep discshaped species typically living below 300 metres and
can be over four metres in height and width. Sharing the
same depth habitat is the thresher shark, which is known
for its elongated tail that is as long as its body, which it
uses as a whip to stun prey.
These majestic creatures are very rare and endangered. To see them in their natural habitats is a once-ina-lifetime dream for many divers. However, technical
divers on Gili Trawangan can occasionally see these
two magnificent species at the relatively shallow depth
of 60 metres. More frequent sightings are at depths at
or below 100 metres and for that, Specialist Advanced
Trimix training is required.
The objective of the Blue Marlin Tech Team, led by
Simon Liddiard, is to send Will Goodman down to 300
metres in the hopes of setting a new CCR depth record,
beating the 283 metres set by Krzysztof Starnawski in
December 2011.
Simon competed in the first solo150-metre CCR dive
way back in 2003, using the Classic Inspiration rebreather.
(The article covering this dive was published in the May
2004 issue of Mens Journal) CCRs were very basic in
those days and the decompression took seven hours to
complete. Today’s CCRs are far more advanced machines
and this coupled with our increased understanding of
decompression, using helium, allows the same 150-metre
dive to be completed in under 2.5 hours!
Over the next eight months, Simon, Will and the
team will train for the dive. The training will consist of
two parts. The first is an intensive cardiovascular and
strength-conditioning programme, ensuring all team
divers achieve optimum fitness levels. This is critical to
minimise the inherent physiological risks of deep diving,
including decompression sickness and oxygen toxicity.
The second is a series of weekly deep dives, progressively increasing in depth. They plan to complete the
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The team
Stuart Sinclair Wilkinson Australian
Stuart is a Diving Instructor, a TDI Extended Range Diver since 2011
and has done TDI Advanced Nitrox/Decompression Procedures.
David Tipping Australian
David is a paramedic from Melbourne, Australia. In 2011 he began
diving rebreathers on the JJ-CCR.
Jan Felix Schmid German
Jan holds a Diploma in Medical Engineering. He is also a
Hyperbaric Chamber Technician and is a IART JJ-CCR Instructor
and a PADI Instructor for TDI Trimix and CCR Gasblender.
Darrragh Gorman Irish
Darragh is a self-employed construction worker from Melbourne,
Australia. He is one of Blue Marlins’ and Will’s protégés, as well
as a trained OC Advanced Trimix, JJ rebreather and Cave Diver.

Tek diving goes mass, as divers constantly seek to
go further, deeper and linger longer. It will take
you on adventures many only dream about. Get in
and check out what the big boys of the diving world
have to say. Journey with them on some of the most
enchanting expeditions and get hooked on voyages
to worlds rarely explored.

Will Goodman British
Will currently works on Gili Trawangan as Blue Marlin Dive’s
senior technical diving instructor. He is a TDI Advanced Trimix
and Mixed Gas CCR instructor, a PADI Staff Instructor and
Tec Trimix Instructor and a professional within the technical
diving community. He is also proud to be one of only two IART
(International Association of Rebreather Trainers) JJ-CCR
Instructors in Indonesia.

At ADEX 2014:
• Simon Liddiard, JJ-CCR Level 3 Instructor
• Will Goodman, a TDI Advanced Trimix and
Mixed Gas CCR Instructor
• Simon Pridmore, Director of IANTD
• Davy Koh, rEvo Rebreather Instructor
• Ben Reymenants, Extended Range Instructor
• DavID STRIKE, Tek Dive Expert

Ida Androfsof Sorensen Danish
Ida is a TDI Advanced Trimix, Level II CCR and a PADI divemaster.
She returns to Gili Trawangan each year to work as a technical
dive guide.
After a 150-metre
dive, Simon
lingers, still on
deco
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300-metre dive in February 2014. Asian Diver will be
following the training each month, documenting the
dives. Will and Simon will present the dive at ADEX 2014.
Aspiring technical divers who are interested in learning
Trimix on either Open Circuit or CCR are invited to join
in segments of the training. The diver showing the best
mindset for deep diving will be invited to join the team
and take part in the world record attempt. Divers
wishing to take part should contact Simon and Will
directly at info@bluemarlindive.com.
Depending on the success and progress in training,
it is hoped that the Blue Marlin will also be able to set a
new overall men's depth record later in the year. This will
ensure a place for Will in the Guinness World of Records
and replace Nuno Gomez's 318-metre "deepest male
scuba dive" achievements. Pascale Bernabe has also
claimed the unofficial title of the deepest male scuba
dive ever, with a 330-metre dive soon after the official
record was set.
Will is often asked why he pushes himself, to which
he replies, "Why wouldn't I?" Simon and Will, along
with their experienced support team, already have three
successful record attempts under their belt and feel they
are ready to take on the next challenge.
In 2010, the Blue Marlin crew with lots of help from
expats on the island, managed to keep Will submerged
for 48 hours 8 minutes and 17 seconds. Despite many
global attempts over the past three years, they still hold
the official Guinness World Record for the "longest open
salt water scuba dive". AD
uw3some.com /AD

...and more!

Adam Baxter British
Adam is a TDI Technical and PADI recreational dive instructor at
Trawangan Dive Indonesia. He became a technical diver in 2011
and has conducted all technical training with Will Goodman and
Simon Liddiard.
Sarah Best British
Sarah is the General Manager of Trawangan Dive. She is a PADI
Master Instructor and TDI Extended range diver with several
thousand dives under her belt.		
Simon Liddiard British
Simon is the Director of PT Blue Marlin Dive located in Gili
Trawangan, Indonesia. The company also operates a CCR Dive
Resort and Liveaboard in Komodo National Park. He is an IANTD
Instructor Trainer at Trimix level- both open circuit and CCR, a
member of the IANTD Board of Advisors, a TDI Trimix Instructor
Trainer, a PADI course director and DSAT Trimix Instructor
Trainer. Currently, he is the only IART JJ-CCR level III Trimix
Instructor in Indonesia.
Craig Werger Canadian
Craig is a TDI Instructor Trainer and Full Cave Instructor
Evaluator. Craig is a co-owner of Ban's Technical Diving.
Jeff Glenn Australian
Jeff is a PADI Course Director and Tec Trimix Instructor Trainer.
Jeff is an experienced instructor trainer teaching technical and
recreational instructor courses. Jeff is the co-owner of Ban
Technical Diving in Koh Tao, Thailand.
Aristedes Martinez Mexican
Ari has been an instructor for more than 10 years. Ari is a TDI
Extended Range Instructor, as well as a PADI staff instructor and
keen rebreather diver.
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There are limited seats available, as the seminar in 2014 will be held in prvate rooms. Book your S$80
tickets now to avoid disappointment. Venue for the ADEX Tek Seminar 2014 will be at the Sands Expo and
Convention Centre, Level 3. All attendees will receive a year’s worth of Asian Diver (eMag, worth $38)
free! Subscription is transferable. Get your tickets at the underwater3some shop or log on to uw3some.
com to get updates on new speakers and programme details.
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